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TORQ R5 DUAL ACTION BACKING PLATE
WITH HYPER FLEX TECHNOLOGY
R5-HYPERFLEX-BACKING -PLATE
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$12.99 - $19.99

Spend $50 and Receive a Free 16oz Hand Sanitizer Learn More

Select Options to see AvailabilitySIZE

3 INCH 5 INCH 6 INCH

SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE

One-time purchase

Subscribe, Shine & Save undefined% Off This Product Info Subscription
items will ship automatically unless you cancel. By placing this order you
are authorizing us to charge your card for future orders at the frequency
and quantity you selected. The actual cost of each shipment may vary
depending on the quantity and frequency chosen. For customer service or
to cancel, email customerservice@chemicalguys.com or call (866) 822-
3670.

Deliver Every: 
1 Month
2 Months
3 Months

You can manage, modify, or cancel your Subscribe, Shine & Save item(s)
online at any time. Pay when your order ships.

Add to upcoming subscription order and receive 10% off

Add to Next Order on Subscribe to this product and have it conveniently

delivered to you at the frequency you choose! Read the FAQ here. Promotion
subject to change. 
Get one-time
Subscribe and get 10% off on every order Ships Every:
1 Month
2 Months
3 Months

Add
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How to Change Backing Plate: 

Insert DA polisher wrench between the counterweight housing and backing plate.1

Hold the spindle with the wrench and unscrew the backing plate by hand.2

Line up the backing plate spindle thread and screw directly into the DA spindle.3

Make sure the included washer stays in place around the backing plate threads.4

Continue counter-holding the DA spindle with the wrench and screw backing plate in tightly by hand.5

Test fitment by turning machine by hand and make necessary adjustments if machine binds up.6

Time

2 – 5 Minutes

Expertise

Beginner

Prep

None

What Else You’ll Need

Dual Action Polisher
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5 Easy Install, durable product .

Comments about TORQ R5 Dual Action Backing Plate with Hyper Flex Technology
Used this product because I needed a larger backing plate that fit a 6 inch pad to use on "clay barring" my car. Worked great! Completed
the work in 1/4 the time it would have taken me using traditional clay bars.

Submitted 19 days ago
By mojo
From Palm Bay, FL

Verified Buyer

Bottom Line Yes, I would recommend to a friend

Was this review helpful to you? 0 0 Flag this review

5 Flexing

Comments about TORQ R5 Dual Action Backing Plate with Hyper Flex Technology
I use this on my Torq10FX originally and love it. I move this backing plate over to a 3" Zota RP803 DA Polisher. I needed to speed up paint
correction / polishing so having "2" DA's (that I can afford) was needed. Point is, the TORQ R5 DA Backing Plate is versatile on both DA's.
The flexibility in the plate conforms to the pad letting it take the lead. It is flexible enough to assist on car curves and cornering. During
use, I heard myself giggle watching it flex (vs Zota original backing plate). For what I needed (flexing in small areas and curves), this suits
me just perfect.

Submitted 5 months ago
By EdiRevo
From Kansas

Verified Buyer

Bottom Line Yes, I would recommend to a friend

Was this review helpful to you? 1 0 Flag this review

1 Backing plate comes apart

Have way through polishing my truck the red Backing plate separated from the base. Finished as others had said with the yellow sanding
pad. Will be trying to get it replaced shortly...first time using this out of the box pretty bummed

Submitted 3 years ago
By Mattintheberks
From Ashley Falls MA

Verified Buyer

Bottom Line No, I would not recommend to a friend

Was this review helpful to you? 4 0 Flag this review

5 Great  Backing Plate

This backing plate is very nice. Easy to get to uneven, non-flat surfaces all over the car. The flex technology obviously gives this the
ability to curve to the car and it is great. I saw a couple people had problems with pads flying off the backing plate. Not sure if they were
using low quality pads or got a defective backing plate because the Chemical Guy pads stick so well to my backing plate that it was
almost a pain to get the pad off the plate when the pad had wax all over it. Great product!

Submitted 4 years ago
By Wilk34
From Pittsburgh, PA, USA

Verified Buyer

Bottom Line Yes, I would recommend to a friend

Was this review helpful to you? 0 0 Flag this review

5 The 3" backing plate is great !

This thing is great for tight spots or hard curves that you can't get with the larger backing plates. It's easy to swap. The only mistake was
my own in not ordering more hexlogic pads for it. I've only used the white 3" pad and it was great.

Submitted 4 years ago
By Nick1553
From Virginia, USA

Verified Buyer

Bottom Line Yes, I would recommend to a friend

Was this review helpful to you? 0 0 Flag this review
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KITS MICROFIBER & ACCESSORIES WASH & DRY WHEELS & TIRES EXTERIOR CARE & PAINT INTERIOR & TRIM BEYOND CARS

More Details

More Details

More Details

Didn't last even one
complete polish job!

More Details

More Details

Looking for dependable auto detailing & care? Rely on Chemical Guys for quality and long-lasting products.

https://www.carid.com/chemical-guys/
https://www.carid.com/auto-detailing.html



